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APPLICATION 
 
The FS debearder was primarily designed to
debeard barley but has since become one of
most versatile machines on the market today,
having many other applications such as
clipping oats, threshing whiteheads in wheat
and subterranean clover, de-whiskering
carrot seed, breaking of doubles, polishing
tomato seeds, degluming sorghum, and
breaking flax balls. 
OPERATIONAL 
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CONSTRUCTION 

 
Manufactured in mild steel the FS debearder
consists of a barrel with a large lift off access door
for cleaning and inspection.  The shaft assembly is
fitted with adjustable long life beater blades, which
are readily replaceable.  The shaft is mounted on
precision bearings and is driven through V-belts
and pulleys by the electric motor. 
 
The outlet of the machine is fitted with a hinged
inspection door for adjusting the tail-gate and
inspecting the setting of the machine. 
 
The Debearder is available with either fixed or
variable speed drive depending the nature and
variety of products to be treated 
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TECHNICAL DETAILS 
 
Motor size 11kW or 15kW 
Capacity Clipping Oats 10T/hr 
  Deawning Barley 15-20T/hr 
  Deawning/polishing Rye Grass 6T/hr 
  Polishing Bird Seed 10T/hr   


